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                                ABSTRACT

        A small telescope control system wa$ developed 'for balloon-borne far-infrared
    scanning observatiens with medium angular resolution. The stabllizatlon of a bal-
    loon gonclola was performed by a reaction wheel-based servo-mechanical g.ystem
    driven by a torque motor, realizing pointing accuracy better than O".1. The methocl
    employed in this system is unique in that only the internal frame which the tele-
    scope is attached to is stabllized arouncl a vertical axis of the gQntlola, while the
    outer gondola being oriented sepacrately by the so-called twist-rewinding servo-
    system. The performance of the whole system is presented including the three-
    color far-infrared photometer actually used in the last observation.

I. Inlroduction

    Infrarecl t}stronomy has become an important field in observatlonal astro-

physies. Especially, ba}loon-borne experiments could have offerecl crucia} in-

formation on the structure of the Galaxy, in terms of distribution of stars,
lnterstellar dust, and star formation regions in the inner galactic region. We

have so far developed and used scanning instruments in balloon projects by
the use of small infrared telescopes, in xKrhich we have uti}ized the so-called
twist-rewinding servo-system with ratlier crucle stabiilzatlon capability (Ol<uda

et al. 1977, Ocla et al. 1979, Maihara et al. 1979, Maihara et al. I981).

    It wa"s necessary for our latest far-infrared observation to improve stabili-

zation accuracy to the order of 09.1 because of its finer tmgular resolution
of the detection system. A}though we have failed to achieve a planned observ-

vation using this instrument, we have tested and obtained as a whole the
aimed performance of the system before launching. So, it may be useful for
future extension to report detailed descriptions on the instrumental procedures

developed here.

    We shall first describe the three-eolor far-infrarecl photometric system
whieh was macle and fiown in the 1980 observation to measure cliffuse far-lnfra-

recl emission froin the galactic plane. Then we report the reaction wheel
drive mechanism together with the e}eetrical circuitry to implement the fine
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azimuth eontrol.

II. The Far-Infrared ?hotometry System

].. Telescepe Configuration

    We have so far observed far-infrared surface brightness of the galactic
plane with a relatiVeiy large fie!d of view of abut OO.7. In these observations

we have detected cliffuse}y extended emission at R.ff =150 ptm (Maihara et al.

1979). The contour map obtained, however, indicates that the most features
in the far-infrared map exhibit obvious correlation with H II regions observed
at raclio frequencies with finer angular reso!utions (e.g., Altenkoff et al. 1970).

In order to separate such discrete sources from the whole extended emission
around the galactic plane, we have designed cand constructed a smali balloon-
boerne telescope with highey angular resolution.

    The telescope is a newly developed 2ecm Cassegrain telescope with a
wobbing secondary mirror. The focal length is about 100 crn, so tltat the focal

aperture of 6mm in diameter corresponds to a OO.34 field of vievLr. The beam
throw of sky chopping is about 10.5 which is performed by a pair of push-pull
solenoids with a modulation frequency of about 10Hz. Fig. I shows an ex-
ample of scan profile of the one of the bolometer channe!s, from which we
estimate the FWI"IM of the beam to be about 00.33.

                              ARBITRARY

--..---------m-

       -te ae lo                   AZIMVTH
Fig. I. A typical exampie of the Az scanning profile for the
      CH2 bolometer obtained in laboratory experiments.
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2. Three-Color Photoinetr;c DetectiQn System

    A three-color photometric system was designed and fabricated in a helium-

cooled cryostat as follows. In the far-infrared region there are two kinds
of dichroic wire-mesh filters: an incluctive mesh fi}ter and a capacitlve mesh filter.

The inductive mesh filter transmits short wavelength radiation, and reflect Iong

wavelength waves, while the capacitive filter works reverse}y. We uti}ize
these as dichroic beam splitters for a simu}taneous three-color detection system.

Beam channeling of this system on the cold work surfaee is Mustrated in
Fig. 2.
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          Fig. 2. The optlca} }ayout of the three-color far-infrared photo-
                meter system installed in an HD-3 type dewar.

    The cut-off waveleBgth of the first capacitive beam Ep}itter BSI is R,
 ::75 ,am, so the transmiitted light contains radiation longer than 75 /tm. The

second induetive beam splitter BS2 has a cut-off wavelength of about 140 /tm.

The CHI in the figure is the longmost wavelength ehannei whose spectral
band is defined by both Csl and garnet-powdered fi}ters Fl at the entrance
pupil of the bolometer-installed assembly. The second chaimel CH2 is defined
primarily by the tuned transrnission characteristics of the BS2 multiplied by

a Yoshinaga fi!ter F2 (BeO+ZnO+NaF+KCI). The CE[3 is the shortest
wavelength band restricted by a KCI reststrahlen filter F3. In Fig. 3, we
summarize the filter curves employed here including sorr}e window material.
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              Fig. 3. Filter transmission curves for each bolometer
                     channel. Overall tran$mission cl}aracteristics are
                     shown by hatchecl areas

    Each cletector assembly consists of a composite-type Ge:Ga bolometer,
an offaxis eo}lecting mirror and a 6-mm cliaphragm. The responsivities for
these detectors were checkecl by the use of a conventional black body radiator,
and the NF..Ps were 5.58•iO"'4, 1.27•10rm'3 and 2.17tlOum'3 WHz-'i2 for CHI,

CItl2 an(l CII[3 respeetively. The electrieal NEPs for these detectors, on the
otlier hand, were provecl to be around 3•ItOM'" VXII7Iz-'f2 from fv.s. VcLirves.

'Irhe appreciable c}eficiency of responsivity o'f CI-I2 and CH3 could not be
clarified completely. But probable are the cases t'hat the optical alignmnt
inside the cryostat inight not be perfect, and that the testecl eondition could

introduee more background radiation than the balloon-borne condition expected.

IH. Auilude Co}}trol System

    Astronomical observations by the use of balloon-borne teleseopes require
special attitucle control systems capable of pointing and seanning celestial ob-

jects in concern. NVe have so far utilized the so-calied twist-rewinding servo-
system deveioped at the Institute of Space and Aeronautical Science, University

of Tol<yo. The twist-rewinding method attains azlmutk atabilization witk
about one degree RMS fiuctuation. To improve thls performance we desigRed
an-additional azimuth stabMzation mechanism within the gondola which is

suspended by -the siinilar twist-rewinding system. ,
    The inner •gondola frame which accomodates the 20 cm Casseg•rain te}e-
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scope with its elevation drive mechanism is supported oB a vertical axis
through frictionless ball bearings. A compact reaction wheel drive mecha-
nism is equipped within the inner frame. This twofold stabilizing method is
adequate for controlling attitude of a small instrument with relatively less

momeRt of inertia }ike the present experiment.
    In fact the estimated moment of inertia of the inner frame including the

telescope and the cryostat assembly is about ene fourth of the total moment
of the gondola. In Fig. 4 the whole attitude control system is illustrated
schematically together with the interconnection wiring betweeR subsystems.
A geomagnetic aspeet sensor(GA) is also mounted on a sma}l closed-loop
servo-system. This subsystem generates instantaneous azimuth signal via a
potentiometer linked to the GA axis, whieh is virtually locked to the direction

of null output (i.e., to the south direction). Hence the azimuth read-out ls
linear over the whole azimuth range.
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           Fig. 4. An il}ustration of the whole gondola to demonstrate the
                 reaction wheel-based attitude control system.

    The moment of inertia of the inner frame including the telescope and
the cryostat is estimated to be about 24000kgw•cme. The reaction whee!,
on the other hand, is designed to be 3000 kgw'•cm2 (the actual size is 46 cm in

diameter, and 10kg in weight). A torque motor T-2157 of In!and Co. was
chosen which has the maximum torque of 2.52kgwtcm, while the fric-
tion torque caused by brushes being 80gw•Åëm. Under these parameters we
defined servo-eleetrical constants in a servo-amp!ifier/driver circuit as fo}lows.

    The torque T produced by the torque motor is proportional to the applied
current I..t which in turn is approximately represented by the output voltage
Vl..t of the driver, if the retation speed is not so high, Then, let the transfer

characteristics of the amplifier/driver be expressed by,
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                T(t) = r•v..,(t) = -exe (t) -Be (t),

                                '
                                               .where e(t) is the azimuthal angle at time t, aBcl e(t) denotes its derivative.

Constants r, cr and B must be determined to provide suitab}e sensitivity and

damping characterist!cs. Note that tlte torque is responsible for orientation

of the telescope. Thus we get an equation of motion for the inney frame
with a moment of inertia J as fo}lows.

                  -- -                Ie (t) +cr•e(t) -i-B•6(t) =o.

A general solution obtained under the eondition of maximal damping (i.e.,
the determinant D=:O, or 32-4crJ=:O) ls written as,

                e (t) = (6 + '4t) exp (- 6t) ,

where 6=:B/2J. 8 and v shoulcl be determined accorcling to an initial cond{tion.

    We expect frictional torques introducecl by bearings and brushes to be as

small as 15egw•em ln the worst case, which is supposed to hold pointing
acctiracy better than OO.1. Accordingly, the terminal torque within which
torque remains linear witk angular deviation e(t) must be set to et.,. :OO.8,

since the rnaximum torque exerted by the motor is responsible (i.e., Tmax
 = 2.5 kgw•cm). It turns out that af= 2.5 kgw•cm•(Oa.8) -'w 1.8•10g dyBe•cm•

radww'. Adopting I=:24000kgw•cm2=2.4•107g•em2, then 6=:20.7sec-i. For
                                .instance, if we take ee==OO.8 and eo=O at t' :O, then we get 6=Oe.8 and
op=:20.2sec-i. In this case, the teiescope is settled to the aimecl direction
within 0e.1 after O.8sec later.

    In case that the teleseope possesses an initial angular speed at Oe == OO.8 as

much as 6e secHt (equivalent to 1rpm) for instanee, it takes atransient pause

at e == -Oe.29 after O.58 sec later, thereafter it being settled in the same manner

as before.

    To realize the above response characteristics in the servo-amplifier, we
have employed a conventional operational arcplifier circuit with a differentiating

function shown in Fig. 5. The output signal eo of this circuit is expressed
by a linear combination of the input signal and its derivative; that is,

                            Rs 2ookR Rf .slekQ

ei

Rd C2.giLF

?.7kR ;

               Re ISak9

               T
Fig. 5. The servo-e}ectrical stage of the
      attitude centrol system.

ee
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                       Rf                                     dei                       R, •ei - Rf•C• dt •                eo =: ny

Here, the input signal ei represents the azimuth e(t) taken froma the azimuth

potentiometer. Therefore parameters R and C in this equation should be
determined so as to make lt equivaleRt to the equation of motion whose co-
evacients have been specified above. The actual values determined are pre-
sented in the figure.

IV. Performance Tests and Discussion

    We have intended to make two clifferent modes of observation in a balloon
mission by utiliziBg the te}escope control system described here. The one is

the slow sean mode, in whieh the telescope shifts its line of sight direction
at a rate of about OO.1 secHi within 50 in azimtith, wherecas, ln the rapid scaB

mode, the telescope swings its direetion within the same range at a rate of
le.5 sec-i. In both cases, dtiring the period when the telescope together with

the inner frame is moving, the outer gondola frame suffers a compensating
torque via the twist-rewiBding motor in response to a potentiometric signal: a

re}atlve azimuthal angle difference between the inner and the outer frames.
In the slow scan mode, the compenscating response takes place in a quasi-
stationar)tr nianner, so that the relative difference eould be 1<ept sinall.

    Fig. 6 shows a typical slow scan path along with a curve of rotation
speed of the reaction wheel. The ordinate represents instantaneous azimuth
signal generated by the GA servo-subsystem. This profile proves to have
excellent llnearity within the scanning range between Å}50 in azimuth, indicat-

ing a cleviation smaller than ftO".04.
                                                                     '    In the rapid scan mode, the linearity appears to be rather degradecl as

5o

ti -5e

ROTAT!ON SPEED

SLOW
 SCAN
PROFILE

ts
ii

                   TIME(min)

Fig. 6. A typica} trace ef a sequential scanning path in the

      slew scan modeL Rotation speed ef the reactlon
      wheel is also presented.
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                Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6 but in the rapid scan mode.

shown in Fig. 7. This is because the transient response time at each terminal
position of each sweep is limited by the dynamical time constant of this re-
action whee}-based system. Another factor of deviation in the curve is attri-

buted to the reactive effect from the outer gondola motion introduced through
the compensating torque which is actuated more sharply than in the slow
scan mode. The rapid seanning features a complementary observational mode
in which surface brightness distributions can be direetiy observed via DC-
coupled amplifier channels instead of the differentiai chopping method. Hence
the corraction of the non-linearity of the teleseope motion can be applied in
a straightforwarcl manner.

    Finally we shall summarize several inherent charaeteristies of this newly
clevelopecl system for stabilization of a sma}1 bal}oon telescope. 1) The stabili-

zation mechanism presented here is compact, oecupying a smaller portion of
the who}e gondola in terms of weight ancl power consumption. 2) Relatively
quiek response of te}escope maneuvering is rea}ized, which makes the rapid
scan mocle possible. 3) The isolation of the balloon rotation motion is simply

achieved by the use of the twist-rewinding methpd, that e}iminates a compli-
cated frictioniess, bearing assemb!y. 4) The tension of electrie leads wired

between inner and outer frames seems to contribute to most residual frietion
terque, especially at. a low temperature condition. 5) This system requires
rather striet dynamlc baiance around the azimuthal axis between the frames,
because the thereby-caused residua! torque could result in the enhancement
of rotation speed of the reaction wheel. (To lessen the effect we have equip-
pod with a compensating torque to the axis.)

    In this report we have described the new stabi}ization system for a small
infrared balloon telescope inciuding some detailed descriptions on the far-infra-

red multieolor photometer. Although the system has proved to work well
in various ground tests, the actual astronomical observation made in the
maiden flight in September 1980 was unsuccessfu} due to a leakage prob}em
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occurecl in the plastic balloon employed. Nevertheless we feel it necessary
to i'eport the unique features of t}iiis systena for future hnproveinent ancl ex-

tension. In vie"r of the several points listecl above as a sumniary, the present

system would be a fairly eflicient method in case the rapicl scan mode is
necessary, because the telescope to be stabilizecl was small compared xKrith the
ballooit gonclo}a itself iirLclucliiLg basic 1iousekeephii.g.r 'facilitles. }ÅÄIovvever, it

xveulcl be niore sknple aHd less troublesonie to clrive the xsrhole gondola by
the sinailar stabilizatioit inechaiitisiu iiiicorporatecl vvitl:L t}ie t";ist-rexNrindiiTig niethod

uirtless the rapid scai}iLiiri.g.r is crucially i)eeclecl.
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